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C

ompare the cost of standard-size picture frames and custom framing and you will find a huge discrepancy. You will
pay considerably more if your picture does not fit in a standard
frame size. What gives?
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The simple answer is that proper picture framing takes time, skill
and top-quality materials.
Glass is cheap! Matboard is not that expensive but putting it all together in a
way that complements and protects the piece requires skill and experience. Price
is about materials and labour. Custom-framing a valuable takes time, meticulous
work, appropriate materials and specialty equipment. Supplies are acid-free and
very high quality.

3071 Dundas St. W.

Award Winning

The price of custom framing can be shocking, but as I began to spend more on artwork and really wanted it to look good, I realized that framing was part of the investment. I am talking about proper framing - the kind where your artwork is protected
from sunlight and elements and sits beautifully inside a frame that just works well
on your wall.
If something is worth framing, be it of monetary or sentimental value or to even to
complete a look, it pays to have it professionally framed. Keep in mind, even if it is
not a priceless work of art it is priceless to the person you are framing it for.
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So taste, knowledge, selection and skill are the main variables you are looking at with
custom framing. I would not argue with professional framing for original artwork ...
that is a given. However, a good frame job can make inexpensive pieces look great.
At first it might seem crazy to spend $300 to frame a $30 print, but if the end result
looks amazing then you’ve really spent only $330 for a product that will be appreciated for a lifetime!
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If you have spent hard-earned money on a piece of artwork, expect to pay a fair percentage of the piece’s cost on framing. Framing is generally thought of as “presentation” when the other major consideration is about preservation or protecting your
investment from damage or breakdown.
My recommendation is to work with a Certified Picture Framer who has a range of
price points, develop a relationship and respect the integrity of the piece that you
are protecting.
Picture It Framed is located at 3071 Dundas St. West (1/2 block west of High Park Ave.).
416-762-1221. www.pictureitframed.ca

2313 Bloor St. West, Suite A

The March of Mykes

Opening Night
At Cafe Novo

C

ountry and folk music fans had a rocking good time at
The Local on March 22nd. They were treated to the trio of
Allison Brown, Jeff Kahl and Myke Mazzei, all Canadian
singer-songwriters in their own right. Along with the magnificent music in the comfortable setting, patrons also
enjoyed the Local brew and pierogi platters.

C

afe Novo, on Bloor across from High Park, presented a landscape painting retrospective
by artist Leslie Ann Becker on March 10th. Leslie Ann has shown extensively, and has her
work in many corporate and private collections. She works in a variety of media, including paint, fibreglass, metal, wood, latex rubber, bronze, cement and sand. Friends and neighbours
braved the rain to enjoy this impressive collection. For more information visit the cafe’s website
at cafenovo.ca
Event by Reg Good
Event code: pe8j8k

Event by Danielle Rabbat
Event code: pe8z44

Andrea has been a fan of Myke & Jeff’s
music for over a decade

Vicky, David, Laura, artist Leslie Ann Becker,
John & Peter

At the opening of Leslie Ann’s show:
Amrita, Debbie & Kirk
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Allison is loving the show

Allison Brown, Myke Mazzei & Jeff Kahl are having
a great time performing together
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Sal & Mike came for a beer & loved the music,
so they stayed for the show

April 2 011

Piero & Donna come to nearly all of Myke’s shows
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